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The term forensic refers to the application of scientific
knowledge to legal problems, especially scientific
analysis of physical evidence (as from a crime
scene). Forensics, generally speaking, is scientific
knowledge meant to be applied in court.

FORENSIC CHEMISTRY:

A forensic chemist is someone who is called in to
analyze non-biological trace evidence found at crime
scenes to identify unknown materials and match
samples to known substances.
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Disciplines of Forensic Science
• Facial Recognition
• Facial Reconstruction
• Fire Investigation
• Forensic Anthropology
• Forensic Entomology
• Forensic Linguistics
• Postmortem Identification
• The Relationship Between Facial Recognition and Reconstruction
• Toxicology of Abused Substances
• Toxicology of Poisons

Evidence
• Cause, Mechanism, and Manner of Death
• Biological Evidence
– Biological Evidence: Hair
– Blood Evidence: Basics and Patterns
– Blood Evidence: Blood Stain Pattern
Analysis
– Blood Evidence: Collection and
Preservation
– DNA Analysis
– Semen Analysis

•

Impression Evidence
–
–
–
–
–

•

Ballistics
Bite Marks
Fingerprints
Footprints
Tire Tracks

Trace Evidence
–
–
–
–

Fiber
Forensic Soil Analysis
Glass Analysis
Handwriting Analysis

CSI (CBS 2000)

http://www.cbs.com/shows/csi/photos/1002612/19-moments-from-the-book-of-shadows-csi-s15-e3/

CSI Eden

CSI ...

http://www.cartoonstock.com/directory/C/csi.asp

http://www.cartoonstock.com/directory/C/csi.asp
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CSI jako pomoc naukowa

Using Forensic Science Problems as Teaching Tools
10/31/2006 - Kanesa Duncan and Toby Daly-Engel
http://www.nsta.org/publications/news/story.aspx?id=52857

CSI – science phenomenon

CSI jako pomoc naukowa

http://forensics.rice.edu/en/For-Educators/

Jan Ewangelista Purkini

Departing from reality
Some of the science on CSI is state-of-the-art. Real lab technicians can, for example, lift DNA
profiles from cigarette butts, candy wrappers and gobs of spit, just as their Hollywood
counterparts do.
But some of what's on TV is far-fetched. Real technicians don't pour caulk into knife wounds to
make a cast of the weapon. That wouldn't work in soft tissue. Machines that can identify cologne
from scents on clothing are still in the experimental phase. A criminal charge based on "neurolinguistic programming" — detecting lies by the way a person's eyes shift — likely would be
dismissed by a judge.
But real scientists say CSI's main fault is this: The
science is always above reproach.
"You never see a case where the sample is degraded
or the lab work is faulty or the test results don't
solve the crime," says Dan Krane, president and DNA
specialist at Forensic Bioinformatics in Fairborn,
Ohio. "These things happen all the time in the real
world."

http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/nation/2004-08-05-csi-effect_x.htm

Book of Daniel
The king asks Daniel, "Thinkest thou not that Bel is a living god? seest thou not
how much he eateth and drinketh every day?" to which Daniel answers that the
idol is made of clay covered by bronze and thus cannot eat or drink. Enraged,
the king then demands that the seventy priests of Bel show him who consumes
the offerings made to the idol.
The priests then challenge the king to set the offerings as usual (which were
"twelve great measures of fine flour, and forty sheep, and six vessels of wine")
and then seal the entrance to the temple with his ring: if Bel does not consume
the offerings, the priests are to be sentenced to death; otherwise, Daniel is to
be killed.
Daniel then uncovers the ruse (by scattering ashes over the floor of the temple
in the presence of the king after the priests have left) and shows that the
"sacred" meal of Bel is actually consumed at night by the priests and their
wives and children, who enter through a secret door when the temple's doors
are sealed.
The next morning, Daniel calls attention to the footprints on the temple floor;
the priests of Bel are then arrested and, confessing their deed, reveal the
secret passage that they used to sneak inside the temple. They, their wives
and children are put to death, and Daniel is permitted to destroy the idol of Bel
and the temple. This version has been cited as an ancestor of the "locked room
mystery".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbuTirBdZjQ
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Henry Fielding
(1707-1754)
English novelist and dramatist,
he holds a significant place in
the history of law enforcement,
having used his authority as a
magistrate to found (with his
half-brother John) what some
have called London's first police
force, the Bow Street Runners
(1750)

Johann

Ludwig

Casper

(1787-1853) – forensic medicine

Eugene-François Vidocq
(1775 -1857)
The former criminal became the founder
and first director of the crime-detection
Sûreté Nationale (1812) as well as the
head of the first known private detective
agency. Vidocq is considered to be the
father of modern criminology and of the
French police department. He is also
regarded as the first private detective.

Hans Gross (1847-1915),
Handbuch für Untersuchungsrichter,
Polizeibeamte, Gendarmen (Handbook

in

1856 prepares

"Praktisches

a

Handbuch

book:
der

Gerichtlichen Medizin" .

for Magistrates, police officials, military
policemen) printed in 1893, marks the
birth of the field of criminalistics.
In 1912, he founded the Institute of
Criminalistics (later: Institute of
Criminology)

Alphonse Bertillon i jego metoda
Alphonse Bertillon
(1853-1914),
French police officer and biometrics
researcher who applied the
anthropological technique of
anthropometry to law enforcement
creating an identification system based
on physical measurements
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Francis Galton
"Finger- Prints".

(1822-1911),

Francis Galton - statystyk

English Victorian statistician, progressive,
polymath,
sociologist,
psychologist,
anthropologist,
eugenicist,
tropical
explorer,
geographer,
inventor,
meteorologist, proto-geneticist, and
psychometrician.

Galton estimated the probability of two persons having the same fingerprint
and studied the heritability and racial differences in fingerprints. He wrote
about the technique, identifying common pattern in fingerprints and devising
a classification system that survives to this day.

Finger Prints, 1892
Decipherment of Blurred Finger Prints, 1893
Fingerprint Directories, 1895
http://galton.org/books/finger-prints/index.htm

William James Herschel - oficer

Polish history
One of the first
proffesional crime Polish
reports published in polish:
„Badanie trucizny w
procesie Dogrumowej w
roku 1785.”

THE ORIGIN OF FINGER-PRINTING

DEDICATION
TO SIR EDWARD HENRY, G.C.V.O., K.C.B., C.S.I.
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police.
I am offering you this old story of the beginnings of Finger-printing, by way of expressing my warm and continuous
admiration of those masterly developments of its original applications, whereby, first in Bengal and the Transvaal, and
then in England, you have fashioned a weapon of penetrating certainty for the sterner needs of Justice.
W. J. HERSCHEL.
June, 1916.

Archiwum Historji i Filozofji
Medycyny oraz Historji
Nauk Przyrodniczych
Tom III Zeszyt II , Poznań
MCMXXV

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/34859

Polish history

Copy of original printout
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Daniel J. Simson and Christopher Chabris
Harvard University
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